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Additional Information

In the discussion on food labelling I mentioned a proposal that displays in a concise way 
a lot of information on a number of measures important to consumers. The proposal I 
was thinking of is described in the article "We label fridges to show their environmental 
impact - why not food?" by Joseph Poore[1] and the paper which supports its 
effectiveness is "Reducing food’s environmental impacts through producers and 
consumers"[2] as well as “Sustainability labels on food products: Consumer motivation, 
understanding and use”[3].

Note that in answer to this question at the hearing I mistakenly remembered the four 
quadrants as covering areas such as environment, animal use, health and fair trade. In 
fact, the original proposal concerns the environment only and covers water, emissions, 
pesticides and biodiversity as shown in the image below. My suggestion would be to 
display the following in the quadrants:

Environment: using a summary of Poore's proposal above
Animal use: using vegan certification as well as amount of embodied animal suffering
Health: similar to the overall traffic light system[4, 5]
Fair trade: based on adherence to labour laws and fair trade certification

This would be displayed on the front of the pack, with detailed information on the back.

I would also like to respond the chair's question of why the consumer doesn't do their 
own research rather than rely on labelling. One of my jobs as a volunteer with Vegan 
Australia is to help process requests for products to be certified vegan. Some 
applications for certification take weeks of research to determine if the products are 
suitable. Once we have completed this investigation, the product maker can summarise 
this by simply putting a small Vegan Australia Certified logo on their packaging. This is 
just one example of why it is impracticable for consumers to "do their own research". 
Another example is the energy star rating on appliances. The information summarised in
this label would be completely out of reach of consumers if not available in this way.

Greg McFarlane
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Image from “We label fridges to show their environmental impact - why not food?" by 
Joseph Poore[1]
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